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Abstract 
Chondrules from unequilibrated ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites belong to the oldest 

and most primitive materials from the early solar system and record chemical and isotopic 

signatures relating to their formation and evolution. These signatures allow tracing 

protoplanetary disk processes that eventually led to the formation of planetary building blocks 

and rocky planets. 26Al-26Mg ages based on mineral-mesostasis isochrons of 31 porphyritic 

ferromagnesian chondrules, that belong mainly to type-II, constrain the time of chondrule 

melting prior to incorporation into the respective chondrite parent bodies. For this study 

chondrules from the unequilibrated L, L(LL) and LL ordinary chondrites (UOCs) NWA 5206, 

NWA 8276, MET 96503, MET 00452, MET 00526, NWA 7936 and QUE 97008 were 

selected, which are of petrologic types 3.00 to 3.15 and were thus least metamorphosed after 

formation. Magnesium and Al isotopes were measured in-situ by Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectrometry (SIMS) using a CAMECA 1280 ims. 26Mg excess from in-situ decay of 26Al 

correlating with 27Al/24Mg has been detected in the mesostasis of all but one chondrule. The 

initial Al isotopic compositions (26Al/27Al)0 and 26Mg/24Mg ratios (d26Mg*0) deduced from internal 

mineral isochron regressions range from (9.5 ± 2.8) × 10-6 to (3.1 ± 1.2) × 10-6 and -0.020 ± 

0.028‰ to 0.011 ± 0.039‰, respectively. The corresponding chondrule ages (∆tCAI), calculated 

relative to calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs) using the canonical 26Al/27Al = (5.23 ± 

0.13) × 10-5, are between 1.76%&.'()&.*+ and 2.92%&.*.)&./0 Ma and date melt formation and thus the 

primary chondrule formation from dust-like precursors or reprocessing of older chondrules. 

The age range agrees with those acquired with different short-lived chronometers and with 

published 26Al-26Mg ages, the majority of which were obtained for chondrules from the 

Bishunpur and Semarkona meteorites, although no chondrule with (26Al/27Al)0 > 10-5 was found.  

Chondrules in single chondrite samples or between different chondrite groups show no 

distinct age distributions. The initial 26Al/27Al of the oldest chondrules in the L(LL)/LL and L 

chondrite samples are identical within their 1σ uncertainties and yield a mean age of 1.99%&.&1)&.&1 

Ma and 1.81%&.0&)&.00 Ma, respectively. The oldest chondrules from six of the seven studied 

samples record a mean age of 1.94%&.&+)&.&( Ma. Since heating events in the protoplanetary disk 

could have partially reset the Al-Mg systematics in pre-existing chondrules and this would 

have shifted recorded 26Al-26Mg ages toward younger dates, the oldest mean age of 1.81%&.0&)&.00 

Ma recorded in L chondrite chondrules is interpreted to date the rapid and punctuated onset of 

chondrule formation. The density distribution of chondrule ages from this study, which 
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comprises the largest single dataset of OC chondrule ages, combined with published ages for 

chondrules from ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites reveals major age peaks for OC 

chondrules at 2.0 and 2.3 Ma. Chondrules in ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites formed 

almost contemporaneously (with a possible distinction between CC groups) in two chemically 

distinct reservoirs, probably in density-enriched regions at the edges of Jupiter’s orbit. The 

young formation ages of chondrules suggest that they do not represent precursors but rather 

by-products of planetesimal accretion. 
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1. Introduction 1 

Unequilibrated ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites (UOC and CC) and their major 2 

components chondrules, matrix and the oldest solar system solids calcium-aluminum-rich 3 

inclusions (CAIs), preserve mineralogical, chemical and isotopic information on early solar 4 

system processes from first formation of solids to their incorporation into planetesimals. 5 

Chondrites rank among the chemically most primitive objects in the solar system and contain, 6 

with the exception of CI meteorites, between 20 and 80 vol% chondrules (Weisberg et al., 7 

2006), that represent partially crystallised melt droplets. Chondrites were always considered as 8 

potential precursors from which the terrestrial planets formed (e.g. Wasson and Kallemeyn 9 

1988, Johansen et al., 2015). However, the process that led to chondrule formation and the 10 

absolute time when this process actually occurred in the protoplanetary disk (PPD) are 11 

controversially debated and remain among the most discussed and ambiguous issues in the 12 

fields of meteoritics and early solar system science.  13 

Proposed chondrule forming processes are broadly divided into nebular and planetary 14 

formation models. The first model places chondrule formation in the PPD where they formed 15 

from precursor material like dust agglomerates by brief heating events to form first generation 16 

chondrules that may have been remelted during subsequent heating episodes. Solar nebular 17 

lightning (e.g. Desch and Cuzzi, 2000), gravitational instabilities (e.g. Youdin and Shu, 2002) 18 

and shock processing of dust, referred to as bow shocks around planetary embryos (e.g. Morris 19 

et al., 2012) could have supplied sufficient energy to melt chondrules in such a scenario. In the 20 

planetary formation model, chondrules are formed during planetesimal collisions (e.g. 21 

Asphaug et al., 2011; Lichtenberg et al., 2018) and a similar process is widely accepted to have 22 

resulted in the formation of young, unusual chondrules as found in the CB Gujba meteorite 23 

(Krot et al., 2005). 24 

Any consistent model of chondrule formation must account for major geochemical and 25 

textural observations in chondrites and chondrules, like (i) high peak temperatures of ~1500-26 

1800 °C required to reach liquidus of mafic phases (Hewins and Connolly, 1996), (ii) cooling 27 

rates in the range of ~10-1000 K h-1 (Desch and Connolly, 2002), (iii) likely elevated alkali 28 

vapour pressure to prevent K isotope fractionation during chondrule formation (Alexander et 29 

al., 2000), (iv) evidence of chondrule reworking at high temperatures (e.g. presence of relict 30 

grains), (v) complementarity of refractory elements (Hezel and Palme, 2010; Palme et al., 31 

2015) and Mo isotopes between chondrules and matrix (Budde at al., 2016). 32 
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Another key component towards a consistent early solar system evolution model (resulting 33 

in planetesimals and eventually planets) is a precise chronology that constrains the timeline of 34 

chondrule formation and the question whether chondrules formed early and potentially served 35 

as building blocks of the rocky planets or formed late, possibly as by-products of planetesimal 36 

formation. Common isotope systems applied to determine chondrule ages are the long-lived, 37 

absolute Pb-Pb (e.g. Amelin et al., 2002; Bollard et al., 2017; Connelly et al., 2017; and 38 

references therein) and the short-lived 53Mn-53Cr (e.g. Yin et al., 2007), 182Hf-182W (e.g. Becker et 39 

al., 2015; Budde et al., 2016) and 26Al-26Mg (e.g. Kita et al., 2000; Rudraswami and Goswami, 40 

2007; Villeneuve et al., 2009; Kita and Ushikubo, 2012 and references therein) chronometers, 41 

of which the latter theoretically provides the best age resolution due to the short half-life of 26Al 42 

(0.717 Ma, National Nuclear Data Center NuDat v2.7, 2018) and its initially high abundance. 43 

Chronometry with the 26Al-26Mg decay scheme relies on the assumption that 26Al was 44 

homogeneously distributed in the reservoir from which chondrules formed. Bulk 26Al isochrons 45 

constructed from Allende CAIs (so-called canonical 26Al/27Al = (5.23 ± 0.13) × 10-5, Jacobsen et 46 

al., 2008) or Efremovka CAIs-AOAs (26Al/27Al = (5.252 ± 0.019) × 10-5, Larsen et al., 2011) are 47 

generally accepted to define the abundance of 26Al in the innermost region of the PPD at the 48 

time of CAI formation which is equated with the time of first formation of solids. This 49 

canonical abundance of 26Al is commonly used to define the time anchor for relative 26Al-26Mg 50 

mineral isochron dating. Mineral 26Al-26Mg isochrons from Type B CAIs record a slightly lower 51 

initial Al isotopic composition (26Al/27Al)0 ~5×10-5 that is interpreted to reflect processing and 52 

crystallization of CAI components shortly after formation of their precursors from the solar 53 

nebular gas (MacPherson et al., 1995; Kita et al., 2012). The basic assumption of a 54 

homogeneous distribution of 26Al throughout the inner parts of the PPD is subject to current 55 

research (e.g. Larsen et al., 2011; Schiller et al., 2015; Larsen et al., 2016). This issue is 56 

discussed and evaluated in section 5.1. 57 

Most published 26Al-26Mg ages of single chondrules, based on the canonical value, range 58 

from ~1.8 to 3.0 Ma after CAIs with only a few chondrules showing older or younger ages (e.g. 59 

Villeneuve et al., 2009; Kita and Ushikubo 2012). However, the majority of OC chondrule 60 

dates were acquired from only two LL-chondrites, the Semarkona and Bishunpur meteorites. 61 

Systematic age differences for magnesian type-I (Mg#>90) and ferroan type-II (Mg#<90) 62 

chondrules, for which a genetic and chronological relationship is discussed (e.g. Jones et al., 63 

2005; Villeneuve et al., 2015), are ambiguous. Age distributions between different chondrite 64 

samples and types do not show clear trends. 26Al-26Mg ages of chondrules from UOCs and most 65 
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CCs peak between 2.0 and 2.5 Ma after CAIs. The onset of chondrule formation in CCs may 66 

slightly postdate formation of chondrules in ordinary chondrites (Kurahashi et al., 2008; 67 

Villeneuve et al., 2009). The general age range obtained by 26Al-26Mg chronology seems to be 68 

confirmed by most other chronological isotope systems. Pb-Pb dates from two recent studies 69 

(Connelly et al., 2012; Bollard et al., 2017) are in apparent conflict with the late formation of 70 

chondrules and propose chondrule formation starting contemporaneously with CAI and 71 

continuing for about 4 Myr. Generally, published chondrule age data are discussed 72 

controversially with a lively debate on their meaning and significance for early solar system 73 

chronology. 74 

Chondrules from primitive, unequilibrated chondrites of petrologic type 3.00-3.15 were not 75 

heated sufficiently to initiate significant metamorphic overprint and equilibration on the parent 76 

bodies and thus preserve some of the most primitive and unprocessed material from the early 77 

solar system. They are best suited to study the chronology of last melting and crystallisation of 78 

chondrules. Even though considered primitive, chemical and textural evidence like magnesian 79 

relict grains in ferroan chondrules, disproportionately large phenocrysts, unusual 80 

compositional zoning, complex overgrowth of olivine and pyroxene phenocrysts and igneous 81 

rims, suggest that some chondrules experienced re-heating and (at least) partial re-melting after 82 

primary formation (e.g. Wasson and Rubin, 2003; Rubin 2010). Quick and rapid subsequent 83 

cooling of chondrules following the heating and last melting event might have ensured closed 84 

systems, as it was recently suggested for some Type-II chondrules from Semarkona (Baecker 85 

et al., 2017).  86 

Recent technical advances like large geometry Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) 87 

and a greater attention to analytical aspects like fractionation correction have resulted in higher-88 

precision Mg isotope analyses, that significantly improved the resolution of the 26Al-26Mg 89 

chronometer and make it now possible to obtain precise ages for materials with relatively low 90 

Al/Mg ratios, such as individual chondrules and their components. In this study, Mg and Al 91 

isotope analyses were performed on olivine, pyroxene and glassy mesostasis in 31 least 92 

metamorphosed chondrules (Fig. 1, Fig. S1, S2). The measurements for the broad set of 93 

chondrules from seven unequilibrated L, L(LL) and LL ordinary chondrites presented here 94 

increases the number of high precision 26Al-26Mg ages for OC chondrules obtained in the course 95 

of a single study using an identical analytical set up. These specimens were selected, because 96 

ordinary chondrites sample an isotopic reservoir that is likely distinct from carbonaceous 97 

chondrites and more similar to the reservoir from which also enstatite chondrites and the 98 
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terrestrial planets formed (Warren, 2011; Budde et al., 2016). This makes them especially 99 

suited study objects in the persistent discussion on the role of chondrules in the evolution of 100 

the rocky planets. 101 

The data presented here add a significant number of chondrule ages to the published data 102 

sets and are discussed in the context of chondrite and chondrule types, compared with 103 

previously published Pb-Pb and 26Al-26Mg ages and provide constraints on the beginning and 104 

duration of chondrule formation in the early solar system. 105 

2. Methods 106 

2.1 Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) 107 

Magnesium and Al isotopes were measured in-situ using the Cameca IMS 1280-HR ion 108 

microprobe at the SwissSIMS laboratory, University of Lausanne, following in parts a 109 

previously described method (Villeneuve et al., 2009). Meteorite chips and San Carlos olivine 110 

were mounted together in the inner 15 mm of 1-inch epoxy mounts. Some of the mounts were 111 

thinner than 3 mm to reduce sample degassing and improve vacuum conditions. The samples 112 

were sputtered with a ~28-30 nA primary O- static Gaussian beam, operating at 13 kV and 113 

focused to ~30-35 µm spot sizes, resulting in typical 24Mg+ count rates in olivine and low-Ca 114 

pyroxene of  >1.4 x 109 and >1.0 x 109 cps, respectively. Count rates in mesostasis were highly 115 

variable, with a few measurements being done with signal intensity as low as ~9 x 106 cps for 116 

mesostasis with the highest 27Al/24Mg ratios of 69 (MET96503_Ch4) Typical count rates in 117 

mesostasis were between 107 and 108 cps. Secondary ions were accelerated at 10 kV. The Mg 118 

and Al ions were measured in multicollection mode using four Faraday cups on the trolleys 119 

L’2, C, H1 and H’2. The cups are connected to 1010 W (24Mg) and 1011 W (25Mg, 26Mg, 27Al) 120 

resistors. The mass resolution of ~2500 (M/ΔM) provided flat peaks at a high ion transfer rate, 121 

while the sample chamber and coupling column vacuum was kept between 10-9 and 10-10 Torr. 122 

At this mass resolution 24MgH+ is not totally resolved from 25Mg. With the vacuum between 10-9 123 

and 10-10 Torr the contribution of 24MgH+ on 25Mg is negligible (Luu et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2018). 124 

Additionally, standards and samples were measured under the same conditions, thus any minor 125 

interference from 24MgH+ affects both measurements and is eliminated with the IMF correction, 126 

which is based on measurements of the reference material.  127 

A typical analysis consisted of 250s presputtering followed by 30 cycles with an integration 128 

time of 10s for each isotope. The secondary beam was automatically centered in the transfer 129 

and field apertures (DTFAxy and DTCAxy) between presputtering and signal counting, as was 130 
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the secondary high voltage automatically readjusted by a few V (typically <7 V) to compensate 131 

for sample charging if necessary. The background was measured separately for 50s before and 132 

after each sample measurement with no primary beam on the sample. Repeated measurements 133 

of San Carlos olivine were bracketing each block of unknowns that typically contained 5 to 10 134 

measurements. 135 

The relative sensitivity factors (RSFs), used to correct the relative ion yields of 27Al and 24Mg 136 

for different phases {RSFAl/Mg = (27Al/24Mg)measured / (27Al/24Mg)true} and the instrumental mass 137 

fractionation (IMF) for Mg isotopes were determined using a suite of reference materials. 138 

These include olivine standards with different compositions (Mg#81, Mg#91, Mg#99), low- 139 

and high-Ca pyroxene, basaltic standard glasses (BCR-2G, BHVO-2G) and in-house synthetic 140 

dacitic glass. Since terrestrial and meteoritic high-temperature rocks, minerals and their melt 141 

products were shown to have the same Mg isotopic compositions at relevant levels of precision, 142 

this was accepted also to be valid for all reference materials (e.g. Yang et al., 2009; Teng et al., 143 

2010). 144 

The relative sensitivity factors (RSFs) were determined during each analytical session. The 145 

RSF for olivine was ascertained for San Carlos (Mg#91) only (RSF ≈ 1.03 ± 0.01 2SD), as the 146 

Al content of the two remaining olivine standards was too low to be precisely determined by 147 

EPMA. The RSF for all olivine measurements was therefore assumed to be identical with that 148 

of San Carlos olivine during a given session. RSFs for glass and pyroxene reference materials 149 

were similar with 0.88 ± 0.01, 0.83 ± 0.01, 0.86 ± 0.01 and 0.88 ± 0.01(all 2SD) (during a 150 

single session) for low-Ca pyroxene, high-Ca pyroxene, BHVO-2G and BCR-2G, respectively. 151 

Even though the selection of glass reference materials does not cover the whole compositional 152 

range of meteoritic mesostasis analysed, this has no significant influence on the applied RSF 153 

corrections. All glass and pyroxene reference materials have nearly identical RSFs which is 154 

assumed to also be valid for feldspar-normative glass. This assumption is supported by data 155 

presented by Luu et al., (2013) who showed that, using a very similar analytical setup, RFSs 156 

were nearly identical among all silicate phases analysed. 157 

The Mg-isotopes define a linear trend in a d25Mg’ vs. d26Mg’ diagram for SIMS analysis of 158 

different reference materials, with 45678 = 1000 × <=>?4567 + 1000A/1000C and i=25 or 159 

26 (Fig. 2a). This IMF trend is used to correct for isotope fractionation during analysis of 160 

natural samples. During some SIMS sessions the fractionation for olivine was slightly different 161 

from that for pyroxene and glass. For these measurements the corresponding fractionation laws 162 
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were applied. IMF and RSFs were determined at the beginning of each session and were 163 

recalibrated every 1 to 3 days, depending on machine stability.  164 

The d26Mg* was calculated as follows: Raw diMg values were converted to diMg’ values. 165 

Then d26Mg*’ was calculated as the deviation from the IMF law using 166 

4'+67∗8 = 4'+678 − {(1/H) × 4'/678 − (1/H) × J}	 167 

with b the exponential factor and b the intercept from the mass fractionation law. The 168 

fractionation-corrected 26Mg/24Mg isotope ratios were calculated using  169 

( 67	
'+ / 67	

'. )	MNOPQ.%PRNNSPQST
UOVWXS = YZ[(	4'+67∗8/1000) × ( 67	

'+ / 67	
'. )UQO\TONT. 170 

Finally, the excess d26Mg due to in-situ decay of 26Al was calculated according to 171 

d26Mg* = [{(26Mg/24Mg)sample frac.-corrected/(26Mg/24Mg)standard}-1] × 1000. 172 

This approach is similar to that described by Luu et al. (2013), if a) variation in d25Mg are 173 

due to instrumental fractionation only or b) SIMS and natural fractionation laws are similar 174 

and 27Al/24Mg ratios are moderate. Uncertainties on the final d26Mg* were calculated by error 175 

propagation taking into account the internal (counting) errors on the 25Mg/24Mg and 26Mg/24Mg 176 

isotopic ratios (typically between 0.02 and 0.06‰ 2s.e. for d25Mg on reference materials and 177 

most meteoritic samples, but could be as large as 0.3‰ in rare cases) as well as the external 178 

reproducibility (2SD) on the d26Mg* mean calculated for all reference materials during a given 179 

session. A 2s filter was applied to the d26Mg*-values calculated for the 30 cycles of a single 180 

measurement and individual cycles outside 2s were deleted. No more than three cycles were 181 

deleted for a given analysis to keep close to the 95% confidence level. Figure 2b shows the 182 

fractionation-corrected d26Mg* for 25 measurements on 7 different reference materials that 183 

yield (d26Mg*)avg. = 0.00 ± 0.06‰ (2σ) (2s.e. = ±0.01‰), attesting to the validity of the applied 184 

fractionation correction. 185 

(26Al/27Al)0 and initial 26Mg/24Mg {(26Mg/24Mg)0} were calculated from isochrons regressions 186 

fitted using the Model 1 fit of the Isoplot software (Ludwig 2003). The 26Al-26Mg ages of 187 

chondrules from this study, and of chondrule data taken from the literature, are calculated 188 

relative to CAI (∆tCAI) using the canonical 26Al/27Al = 5.23 × 10-5 with the 26Alt1/2 half-life of 7.17 × 189 

105 a and assuming homogeneity of 26Al in the early solar system (see 5.1). All uncertainties are 190 

reported as 2 standard deviations, or 95% confidence limit for some ages (Table 1). 191 

2.1.1 Natural mass fractionation (correction) and SIMS 192 

Magnesium isotope ratios of meteorites measured by SIMS can vary due to (i) intrinsic 193 

(natural) mass fractionation imparted during chondrule formation and chondrule re-processing 194 
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and (ii) laboratory induced fractionation during the SIMS analysis. Intrinsic fractionation due 195 

to evaporation and condensation processes can be described by the “exponential law” with b = 196 

0.511; though alternative fractionation laws with coefficients mostly between 0.511 and 0.514 197 

were proposed (Davis et al., 2015, and references therein). SIMS Mg isotope fractionation is 198 

typically of the form d25Mg’ = d26Mg’ × b + b and contains a mass-independent component if 199 

b≠0. Theoretically, two separate fractionation corrections for machine and intrinsic mass 200 

fractionation would be most appropriate as discussed by Luu et al. (2013) and were likely 201 

applied to data by Villeneuve et al. (2009) (their supporting online material). However, both 202 

studies do not give enough details how the appropriate SIMS fractionation coefficient (a25Mg) 203 

for a given measurement was derived. To a first order, fractionation of Mg isotopes during 204 

SIMS analysis correlates with Mg content (Fig. 2a). Instrumental mass fractionation occurring 205 

during SIMS analyses cannot be corrected for by deducing fractionation factors from the three-206 

isotope diagram. In order to correct meteoritic samples that contain radiogenic 26Mg, 207 

fractionation must be first determined and corrected using d25Mg. A universal law that describes 208 

the instrumental fractionation during SIMS analyses for the correction of d25Mg precisely and 209 

accurately for olivine, pyroxene and glass samples has not been found during the course of this 210 

study. This made a separate SIMS fractionation correction, especially for chemically diverse 211 

mesostasis in chondrules, impossible. Furthermore, SIMS fractionation for the same reference 212 

material can vary by up to 1‰/amu during a single session, although constant analysis 213 

conditions reduce these variations to a25Mg<<1‰/amu (Fig. 2a). Yet, fractionation variations 214 

within the same reference material stem from analytical parameters and made it impossible to 215 

precisely derive SIMS fractionation coefficients from Mg content, bulk chemistry or generally 216 

sample matrix alone. A correlation for fractionation in d25Mg as a function of chemical 217 

composition and analytical parameters that could be read out from each measurement is 218 

therefore key for a separate SIMS fractionation correction that would allow to resolve natural 219 

Mg isotope fractionation at levels <1‰, but was beyond the scope of this study.  220 

Since matrix effects on instrumental mass fractionation were not fully quantifiable during 221 

this study, a two-step correction would have introduced additional uncertainties. Therefore, a 222 

single step correction as described above was applied to OC samples for which intrinsic mass 223 

fractionation is reported to be negligible. This correction is inappropriate when strongly 224 

fractionated samples like CAIs are analysed and might be problematic for some CCs for which 225 

intrinsic Mg isotope fractionation has been reported recently (Ushikubo et al. (2013). However, 226 

as long as SIMS and intrinsic Mg isotope fractionation are similar (the mass-independent 227 
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component of SIMS IMF must be kept small), natural Mg isotope fractionation will be 228 

corrected properly by applying a single-step approach.  229 

2.1.2 Dendrites in mesostasis and sample surface quality 230 

Due to the spot size applied in this study some measurements in mesostasis integrate “pure” 231 

glass and submicron to micron-sized Ca-pyroxene dendrites. Recently, Nagashima et al. (2017) 232 

discussed that such analyses might result in mixing lines rather than isochrons and argued that 233 
27Al/24Mg ratios cannot be properly corrected for relative ion yields. The latter can be 234 

problematic if RSFs for pyroxene differ from that of glass and/or plagioclase which has been 235 

reported by Nagashima et al (2017) using an EM setup. However, using the approach described 236 

above, the correction for relative ion yields does not bias mixed phase measurements, since the 237 

RSFs for pyroxene and glass are very similar (see 2.1). The small difference in RSFs between 238 

pyroxene and glass that could impact on the ion yield corrected 27Al/24Mg of mixed-phase 239 

measurements in mesostasis is accounted for in the assigned ±8% uncertainty. As discussed 240 

before, Mg isotope fractionation in SIMS follows a common IMF law for all reference 241 

materials (Fig. 2a) and even during the sessions where SIMS fractionation for olivine differed 242 

from pyroxene and glass, the latter always described and were corrected using a common 243 

fractionation law. Given that dendrites are small (<few µm) and make only a few % of the total 244 

area analysed, mesostasis measurements are therefore not systematically biased by analytical 245 

issues or during data correction. The (small scale) mixing of radiogenic (Al-rich glass) and 246 

unradiogenic (Mg-rich dendrites) material during the analysis will always be along the tie-line 247 

that corresponds to the isochron of a single chondrule. Accepting that chondrules remained 248 

closed-systems after crystallisation such measurements can be used to construct internally 249 

consistent isochrons. 250 

Yet, if the dendrites are large (≥several µm wide) and their relative abundance is high, small 251 

effects on the sputtering-induced fractionation cannot be ruled out and such data must be 252 

carefully evaluated for anomalous results indicated by poor correlation of 26Mg excess with 253 
27Al/24Mg. Some chondrules (e.g. MET96503_Ch2, MET96503_Ch11, MET00526_Ch1) 254 

contain large amounts of pyroxene dendrites homogeneously distributed in the mesostasis and 255 

no spots in these samples were measured in “pure” glass. These chondrules yield (26Al/27Al)0 of 256 

(8.0 ± 2.4) × 10-6, (3.7 ± 3.6) × 10-6 and (6.0 ± 2.6) × 10-6 which have tendencially larger 257 

uncertainties, but fall in the range described by chondrules that have no dendrites in the 258 

mesostasis. In some chondrules only single measurements were obtained from dendrite-rich 259 
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mesostasis and anomalous offsets from the isochron regressions for these measurements were 260 

not observed.  261 

There are potential analytical error sources that can have significant effects on the resulting 262 

ages, one of which is the SIMS sensitivity to the quality of the sample surface. Especially small 263 

cracks present before the measurement or developing during the analysis can strongly impact 264 

on the sputtering behaviour, such that the fractionation effects will differ from that of the 265 

reference materials. This can lead to erroneous results, if all analyses for a given chondrule are 266 

automatically used for the isochron regression without a careful evaluation of the single 267 

measurements. As such spots are not always recognized by their internal uncertainties, they 268 

need to be identified by SE and BSE imaging before and after SIMS analysis and excluded 269 

from the isochron dataset. Figure 3 shows an extreme example for the impact of an 270 

inappropriate sample surface (cracks) on the SIMS fractionation and the resulting isochron 271 

diagram. 272 

2.2 Electron microprobe analysis (EMPA) 273 

All analyzed chondrules were studied before and after SIMS analysis by reflected light 274 

microscopy and secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) imaging. Mineral 275 

compositions and “bulk chondrule” 27Al/24Mg ratios were determined by spot measurements and 276 

standardized elemental mapping (Lanari et al., 2014) using a microprobe JEOL JXA-8200 277 

Superprobe at the University of Bern. Acceleration voltage and beam current were set at 15 kV 278 

(all measurements) and 15-20 nA or 80-120 nA for point measurements and mapping, 279 

respectively, with spot sizes between 1 µm (minerals and maps) and 5-7 µm (mesostasis). 280 

Element concentrations were measured using five wavelength-dispersive spectrometers 281 

(WDS). Automated matrix correction was done with the CITZAF package (Armstrong, 1995).  282 

3. Samples 283 

This study presents Mg isotope data for 31 chondrules from seven UOCs: MET 00452, 284 

MET 96503, QUE 97008, MET 00526, NWA 8276, NWA 5206 and NWA 7936 which cover 285 

L, LL and intermediate L(LL) chondrites of petrologic grades from 3.00 to 3.15. The 286 

classifications used here have been adopted from the Meteoritical Bulletin Database, 2018. The 287 

low petrologic types for some of the samples (QUE 97008, MET 00526 and MET 96503) have 288 

been studied in detail in the original Cr study by Grossman and Brearley (2005). The focus on 289 

low petrologic type avoids the risk of Mg isotope disturbance due to high-temperature 290 

metamorphism and alteration on the chondrite parent body (e.g. Kita et al., 2000). The analysed 291 
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chondrules are all ferromagnesian and have porphyritic olivine (PO), porphyritic olivine-292 

pyroxene (POP) and porphyritic pyroxene (PP) textures, mostly of Fe-rich type II. Two 293 

analysed chondrules are magnesian type I. 294 

SIMS measurements were limited to chondrules that reveal several and large areas (>30-40 295 

µm) of mesostasis which is the material in chondrules with highest 27Al/24Mg and thus key to 296 

obtain reliable and precise age information for individual chondrules. Mesostasis areas in the 297 

majority of chondrules are typically smaller. The analysed chondrules typically have diameters 298 

<1 mm, with very few exceptions up to 2.4 mm, and therefore sample the major chondrule size 299 

distribution of ordinary chondrites. A total of 4 to 17 SIMS spots in crystals and mesostasis 300 

were measured in one single chondrule.  301 

Four chondrules from QUE 97008 have been studied before for Al-Mg systematics 302 

(Rudraswami and Goswami, 2007) and gave (26Al/27Al)0 between (1.95 ± 0.76) × 10-5 and (7.9 ± 303 

3.6) × 10-6. No 26Al-26Mg or Pb-Pb chondrule ages have been published yet for the remaining 304 

samples selected for this study. Sample NWA 8276 has been classified as L3.00 based on Cr 305 

systematics in ferroan olivine and is a rare meteorite with only one additional sample having 306 

the same classification (NWA 7731, likely pairing with NWA 8276; Meteoritical Bulletin 307 

Database, April 2018). 308 

Most studied chondrules appear round to oval in the polished section and likely sample cuts 309 

of whole chondrules. Some analysed chondrules from the edge of the section are only 310 

fragments of previously larger chondrules. Relict grains that might indicate reworking of 311 

chondrules or mixing with pre-existing chondrules are rare in the studied samples. Only the 312 

type-II PO chondrule MET96503_Ch3 contains a single olivine core with Fo97 whereas the 313 

remaining Ol phenocrysts have Fo87. The two analysed POP type-I chondrules show a weak 314 

(NWA8276_Ch2) to strong (MET00452_Ch22) mineralogical zonation where olivine occurs 315 

preferentially in the centre of the chondrules.  316 

The sample names and chondrule types are listed together with the isotope data in Table 1. 317 

A brief petrographic description for each of the analysed chondrules, including any special 318 

characteristics, and representative BSE images of the studied chondrules can be found in the 319 

online Supplement (Fig. S1, S2). 320 

4. Results 321 

All analysed chondrules have ferromagnesian compositions with bulk Al2O3 contents <10 322 

wt% and typical bulk 27Al/24Mg ratios of 0.06 - 0.27. Maximum 27Al/24Mg ratios in mesostasis do 323 

not correlate with (26Al/27Al)0 which would be indicative for a systematic analytical bias caused 324 
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by improper fractionation correction. Excess 26Mg was recorded in all but one magnesian type 325 

I POP chondrule (NWA 8276_Ch2) (Fig. 1b). Calculated (26Al/27Al)0 for all chondrules range 326 

from (9.5 ± 2.8) × 10-6 to (3.1 ± 1.2) × 10-6 which translates into relative ages (∆tCAI) between 327 

1.76%&.'(
)&.*+ and 2.92%&.*.)&./0 Ma (Fig. 4). No chondrule was found to have (26Al/27Al)0 >10-5. Typical 328 

uncertainties for the age estimates for single chondrules are between ±0.15 and ±0.5 Ma (2σ). 329 

L-chondrites 330 

Three chondrules in QUE 97008 (L3.05) record (26Al/27Al)0 of (8.8 ± 1.3) × 10-6 - (5.6 ± 1.6) 331 

× 10-6 with d26Mg*0 between -0.012 ± 0.070‰ and 0.019 ± 0.059‰ resulting in ∆tCAI of 2.31%&.'+)&.*/, 332 

1.84%&.0.
)&.0+ and 2.16%&.'*)&.'^ Ma. 27Al/24Mg ratios in the mesostasis of an individual chondrule can 333 

show a narrow spread like in Ch8 and Ch13, where they range from 6-7 and from 7-10, 334 

respectively. This relative homogeneity contrasts with Ch9 that shows a range in 27Al/24Mg from 335 

7 to 21. Chondrules from the same sample analysed before (Rudraswami and Goswami, 2007) 336 

gave higher (26Al/27Al)0 between (7.9 ± 3.6) × 10-6 and (1.95 ± 0.76) × 10-5. 337 

Four chondrules in NWA 8276 (L3.00) show resolvable excess 26Mg and yield (26Al/27Al)0 338 

between (9.5 ± 2.8) × 10-6 and (4.3 ± 1.6) × 10-6 and d26Mg*0 between -0.020 ± 0.028‰ and 0.002 339 

± 0.027‰ that correspond to ages of 2.11-0.19
+0.24, 2.58-0.33

+0.48, 1.76-0.27
+0.36 and 2.27-0.21

+0.26 Ma. Three 340 

chondrules have 27Al/24Mg ratios <7 and one chondrule records 27Al/24Mg ratios in mesostasis 341 

between 2 and 31. NWA 8276 Ch2 (Fig. 1b) does not record excess 26Mg and defines a negative 342 

(26Al/27Al)0 = (-1.2 ± 3.8) × 10-6 with the intercept d26Mg*0 = 0.007 ± 0.072‰, both at 95% 343 

confidence level with low 27Al/24Mg of 3-4 in the mesostasis. 344 

Nine chondrules from MET 96503 (L3.1) record (26Al/27Al)0 between (9.4 ± 1.5) × 10-6 and 345 

(3.1 ± 1.2) × 10-6 with d26Mg*0 between -0.019 ± 0.058‰ and 0.008 ± 0.040‰, resulting in ∆tCAI 346 

of 1.94%&.'()&.*(, 2.58%&...)&.(^, 2.33%&.0+)&.0^, 1.78%&.0/)&.01, 1.86%&.0+)&.'&, 2.21%&.'+)&.*/, 2.41%&.*^)&.+', 2.74%&.(&)  and 347 

2.92%&.*.
)&./0 Ma. Five chondrules record 27Al/24Mg <7 and Ch4 (Fig. 1a) has a 27Al/24Mg of 69 which 348 

is the highest value in all chondrules. 349 

One chondrule (Ch2) from NWA 7936 (L3.15) records (26Al/27Al)0 of (4.8 ± 1.2) × 10-6 with 350 

d26Mg*0 of 0.002 ± 0.033‰ and the resulting age (∆tCAI) of 2.47%&.'*)&.*& Ma. 27Al/24Mg ranges from 351 

10-14. 352 

L(LL)-chondrites 353 

Four chondrules in MET 00526 (L(LL)3.05) give (26Al/27Al)0 between (7.8 ± 1.4) × 10-6 and 354 

(5.5 ± 1.7) × 10-6 and d26Mg*0 between -0.002 ± 0.044‰ and 0.011 ± 0.037‰ corresponding to 355 

∆tCAI of 2.24%&.*()&./^, 1.97%&.0()&.'&, 2.33%&.'1)&.*1	and 2.04%&.0')&.0. Ma. 27Al/24Mg ratios in Ch1 and Ch8 are 356 
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relatively low and homogeneous with ~2.5 and ~5, respectively. Samples Ch7 and Ch10 show 357 

larger variability in Al/Mg with ranges from 3-12 and 6-24, respectively. 358 

Four chondrules from MET 00452 (L(LL)3.05) have (26Al/27Al)0 between (7.34 ± 0.99) × 359 

10-6 and (3.1 ± 1.6) × 10-6 and d26Mg*0 between -0.017 ± 0.038‰ and 0.011 ± 0.039‰. 26Al-26Mg 360 

ages (∆tCAI) are 2.76%&.*.)&./&, 2.03%&.0*)&.0/, 2.92%&..*)&.(/ and 2.43%&.'+)&.*. Ma. 27Al/24Mg ratios in mesostasis 361 

are variable with 6-7 (Ch14), 4-27 (Ch21) and 5-16 (Ch23). Ch22 (Fig. 1d) shows relatively 362 

low and homogeneous 27Al/24Mg ratios of 4-7 in the mesostasis. 363 

LL-chondrite 364 

Five chondrules from NWA 5206 (LL3.05) yield (26Al/27Al)0 between (7.76 ± 0.82) × 10-6 365 

and (4.07 ± 0.97) × 10-6 and d26Mg*0 between -0.019 ± 0.067‰ and 0.008 ± 0.023‰ with 366 

resulting 26Al-26Mg ages ∆tCAI of 2.26%&..0)&.(&, 2.35%&.'')&.'1, 1.97%&.0&)&.0', 2.51%&.'&)&.'/ and 2.64%&.'')&.'1 Ma for 367 

Ch1, Ch7, Ch8, Ch10 and Ch11, respectively. 368 

 369 

Of all analysed chondrites MET 96503 (L3.1) shows the largest spread in (26Al/27Al)0 ranging 370 

from (9.4 ± 1.5) × 10-6 to (3.1 ± 1.2) × 10-6 . In this sample also the highest number of chondrules 371 

(9) could be analysed. NWA 8276, which is the sample of lowest petrologic type (L3.00), 372 

yields the slightly oldest chondrule age (1.76%&.'()&.*+) while the other chondrules from this sample 373 

agree well with the general age range of OC chondrules. Only one chondrule could be analysed 374 

in sample NWA 7936, which is the meteorite of the highest petrologic type (3.15) selected for 375 

this study. It yields an age that agrees with the range defined by chondrules from the other 376 

meteorite samples.  377 

The range of (26Al/27Al)0 in chondrules from single samples is similar between the different 378 

chondrites analysed. Systematic trends in (26Al/27Al)0 or in mesostasis Mg isotopic systematic 379 

(e.g. data scatter/goodness of fit of the isochron) correlating with the petrologic type are not 380 

observed. Uncertainties on the isochron regression broadly correlate with maximum measured 381 
27Al/24Mg in the mesostasis which indicates that most isochrons are unaffected by systematic 382 

analytical errors or scattering of the data points due to disturbance of the Mg isotope system. 383 

This correlation is most significant for samples with 27Al/24Mg <5, which mostly applies to 384 

chondrules that contain high amounts of pyroxene dendrites. For these samples the 385 

uncertainties on the correlated 26Al-26Mg ages are consequently larger. Four isochrons 386 

(MET965203_Ch8, MET96503_Ch17, NWA8276_Ch1, MET00452_Ch23) have MSWD>2.5 387 

and thus scattering of data for these chondrules is slightly larger than analytical uncertainty 388 

(Fig. 5). The low MSWDs for most of the remaining isochron regressions substantiate the 389 
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unaltered character for the majority of investigated samples and supports the hypothesis, that 390 

Mg isotopes remained unaffected by thermal metamorphism.  391 

The initial 26Mg/24Mg ratios (d26Mg*0) of the analysed chondrules are identical within 392 

uncertainties and range from -0.020 ± 0.028‰ to 0.011 ± 0.039‰. The ingrowth of radiogenic 393 
26Mg in a chondritic uniform reservoir (CHUR) between 1.5 and 3.0 Ma of 7 ppm, calculated 394 

for a chondritic 27Al/24Mg of 0.101 and the canonical 26Al/27Al of 5.23 × 10-5, cannot be resolved 395 

by the SIMS measurements. Even if chondrule precursors separated early from the chondritic 396 

reservoir with a fractionated 27Al/24Mg of 0.3 (the highest bulk for any of the analysed 397 

chondrules) they would have developed not more than ~20 ppm excess 26Mg over the 1.5 Ma 398 

time interval of chondrule formation. The measured d26Mg*0 and corresponding uncertainties 399 

are mainly controlled by analyses in mafic phases and uncertainties on d26Mg*0 are therefore 400 

overestimated by the assigned analytical errors for chondrules in which only few measurements 401 

in mafic phases were acquired. All 26Mg/24Mg ratios obtained from measurements in mafic 402 

phases during the course of this study sample a close to normal distribution. Since all 403 

chondrules have analytically indistinguishable initial 26Mg/24Mg ratios it is possible to use the 404 

combined data from all olivine and pyroxene analyses as the initial 26Mg/24Mg ratio for all 405 

chondrules. The initial 26Mg/24Mg ratios estimated this way have an uncertainty of ±0.0063‰. 406 

The resulting isochrons yield similar (26Al/27Al)0 and chondrule model ages compared to the 407 

original isochrons but have generally smaller uncertainties (Table1).  408 

Detailed isotopic data for all chondrules are listed in Table 1 and in the Supplement (Table 409 

S1). Representative major and minor oxide concentrations in olivine, pyroxene and glass are 410 

summarized in Table S2. The isochron diagrams for the individual measurements of minerals 411 

and mesostasis for single chondrules are shown in Fig. 5.  412 

5. Discussion 413 

5.1 Distribution of 26Al in the early solar system 414 

The interpretation of the 26Al/26Mg systematics of meteorites and their components as a 415 

chronometer relies on the assumption that the (26Al/27Al)initial ratio was constant throughout the 416 

solar nebular when the different components formed. Regional variation of 26Al in the solar 417 

nebular would make a comparison of ages among different meteorite classes tenuous and 418 

possibly limit the use of the chronometer for the determination of relative ages within 419 

individual classes. Thus, to evaluate the chronological significance of (26Al/27Al)0 obtained from 420 

isochron diagrams it is necessary to discuss the distribution of 26Al in the early solar system.  421 
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26Al heterogeneity in meteorites has been reported for refractory components like 16O-rich 422 

corundum condensates (Makide et al., 2011), spinel-hibonite spherules (SHIBs) (Liu et al., 423 

2012) and FUN (fractionated and unknown nuclear isotope anomalies) CAIs (e.g. Park et al., 424 

2017). The Al isotopic composition in these early condensates can be attributed to isotopic 425 

heterogeneity of the molecular cloud from which they formed and that predates the 426 

homogenisation of the PPD in which chondrules were formed. They are thus helpful to study 427 

the earliest solar system composition but are no suitable tracers of the isotopic composition of 428 

the reservoir in which chondrules formed. Recently, Larsen et al. (2011) suggested a large-429 

scale heterogeneity for 26Al of up to 80% of the canonical value throughout the inner solar 430 

system after formation of first solids. They presented a combined isochron of CAIs and AOAs 431 

from the reduced CV chondrite Efremovka that yields d26Mg*0 = -0.0159 ± 0.0014‰ which is 432 

a significantly higher than the expected initial 26Mg/24Mg of -0.038‰ calculated with a canonical 433 
26Al/27Al of (5.23 ± 0.13) × 10-5 and a Solar 27Al/24Mg of 0.101. Wasserburg et al. (2012) showed 434 

that, by excluding AOAs and forsterite-rich accretionary rims from the Larsen et al. (2011) 435 

regression the isochron would yield an initial 26Al/27Al = (5.32 ± 0.18) × 10-5 and d26Mg*0 = -0.030 436 

± 0.040‰, both in agreement with the canonical CAIs from CV Allende (Jacobsen et al., 2008). 437 

The main arguments for a disc-wide Al isotopic heterogeneity by Larsen et al. (2011) were 438 

based on model isochrons for various inner solar system materials that were constructed with 439 

the assumption that the solar system initial Mg isotopic composition was homogeneous at the 440 

level of ±1.4 ppm (deduced from their AOA-CAI isochron) and that Al/Mg fractionation of the 441 

samples from the chondritic value occurred after decay of 26Al. The validity of these 442 

assumptions was questioned by later studies (e.g. Wasserburg et al., 2012, Kita et al., 2013). 443 

MacPherson et al. (2017) showed that (26Al/27Al)0 values of at least some CV FoBs and AOAs 444 

are consistent with the canonical value which might justify their use to more precisely constrain 445 

the initial Mg isotopic composition of refractory condensates. In any case, additional studies 446 

are needed to better evaluate the initial Mg isotopic composition of different early solar system 447 

materials.  448 

Many published chondrule Pb-Pb ages, most acquired from aliquots of pooled chondrules, 449 

agree well with 26Al-26Mg chondrule ages (e.g. Amelin et al., 2002; Amelin and Krot, 2007; 450 

Connelly and Bizzarro, 2009). Two recent studies (Connelly et al., 2012; Bollard et al., 2017) 451 

report Pb-Pb ages from stepwise leaching of single chondrules of which 14 fall within the ~1.8 452 

Myr time gap between CAIs and the majority of 26Al-26Mg chondrule ages. Some chondrules 453 

from these studies yield Pb-Pb ages as old as CAIs. These old Pb-Pb ages question the 454 
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canonical 26Al abundance for the OC and CC reservoirs and suggest a heterogeneous 455 

distribution of this short-lived isotope during the time chondrules formed. Because of the 456 

relatively high amount of sample material needed, most single chondrule Pb-Pb ages were 457 

acquired from exceptionally large chondrules (~6 to 16 times larger than L-chondrite chondrule 458 

mean size (Weisberg et al., 2006; Metzler 2018)), many of which have non-porphyritic barred 459 

or skeletal textures. Both, the unusual large chondrule size and the mostly non-porphyritic 460 

textures are different compared to chondrules for which 26Al-26Mg ages are reported. Previously, 461 

it has been suggested that the Pb-Pb system could be affected by later isotopic disturbance on 462 

the parent body (Kita et al., 2015). Another aspect regarding the chronological meaning of Pb-463 

Pb dates that might need consideration is the loss of 222Rn (half-life t1/2 = 3.8 d) in the 238U-206Pb 464 

decay chain from chondrules. Radon escape from terrestrial rocks and minerals (e.g. Eakin et 465 

al., 2016) occurs in diverse geological settings where 222Rn undergoes recoil from 226Ra decay 466 

and the escape to production ratios in accessory minerals and (ultra)mafic rocks can reach 467 

several percent. Radon mobility is often higher than predicted from its low diffusivity since 468 

radiation damage of the host phase, caused by alpha decay and nuclear fission, provides 469 

pathways for enhanced Rn migration (e.g. Rama and Moore, 1984; Eakin et al., 2016), which 470 

can result in significant 222Rn mobilisation in soils and crystalline rocks. The activity ratio of 471 
238U (half live t1/2 = 4.5 Ga) and 234U (half-life t1/2 = 0.25 Ma) in the interstellar medium and the 472 

protoplanetary disk is close to unity and thus the 222Rn activity in a chondrule is highest at or 473 

shortly after its formation. As most of the radiogenic Pb component in chondrules is associated 474 

with the mesostasis (Bollard et al., 2017), it also contains the majority of U and, consequently, 475 

is the production site of radiogenic Rn. At the same time, the mesostasis is also enriched in Al 476 

and silicic glass is highly vulnerable to radiation damage by high-energetic gamma rays. 222Rn 477 

emanation from the chondrule could thus be enhanced shortly after the chondrule formed due 478 

to radiation damage of the mesostasis by high 26Al activity. This effect will be less critical for 479 

chondrules that formed after most 26Al had decayed but could enhance early 222Rn loss from 480 

chondrules. Assuming 222Rn emanation from a chondrule for a duration of 1.5 Myr after 481 

formation would cause a 0.5‰ loss of the total radiogenic 206Pb that accumulated over the life-482 

time of the chondrule. In principle less than 0.8‰ of radiogenic 206Pb loss due to 222Rn escape 483 

from a chondrule would change the 204Pb/206Pb and 207Pb/206Pb ratios such that the corresponding 484 
207Pb-206Pb ages would shift by more than 1 Myr - towards older dates. Even though terrestrial 485 

rocks and minerals are unlikely best analogues for potential 222Rn escape in meteorites, the first 486 

measurements of 222Rn loss from bulk meteorites demonstrate that 222Rn emanation can be 487 
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significant (Girault et al., 2017). So far, the old Pb-Pb ages for chondrules are unique to the 488 

Pb-Pb chronometer and have not been found for chondrules that have been dated with short-489 

lived chronometers including 26Al-26Mg. Considering the conclusions drawn for Al 490 

inhomogeneity, further studies should be conducted to exclude this potential error source. 491 

 492 

In contrast, homogeneity of 26Al and the chronological significance of 26Al-26Mg have been 493 

suggested by numerous studies (e.g. Villeneuve et al., 2009; Kita et al., 2013; Mishra and 494 

Chaussidon, 2014), encompassing diverse methodical approaches and a wide variety of 495 

meteorite components. The cross-correlation of a CV CAI Pb-Pb age with the 26Al-26Mg model 496 

age for the same sample by Bouvier & Wadhwa (2010) shows good agreement between the 497 

two chronometers and argues for 26Al homogeneity and a canonical 26Al abundance in the young 498 

solar nebular. Comparison of Hf-W and Al-Mg relative ages for angrites D’Orbigny and Sahara 499 

99555 does not indicate large-scale 26Al heterogeneity for the CAI and angrites forming 500 

reservoirs (Kruijer et al., 2014). Furthermore, the concordance of (26Al/27Al)0 and 182Hf/180Hf for 501 

four different meteorite samples (bulk CAIs, angrites and CR and CV chondrules from the 502 

Kaba meteorite) agrees with the expected slope from 26Al and 182Hf decay constants and argues 503 

for homogeneous distribution of 26Al at a level of better than ±10% after 1.6 Ma and a closed-504 

system evolution of a 26Al/27Al reservoir defined by CAIs from CV meteorites (Budde et al. 505 

2018, and references therein). Although no OC samples were considered in the latter study, the 506 

selected samples, which formed in different reservoirs and during different times in the PPD, 507 

give strong evidence that the reported homogeneity reflects the whole PPD in space and time. 508 

It should be noted, that the 182Hf-182W ages for chondrules from CV meteorites were obtained 509 

from a batch of hundreds of chondrules and therefore reflect chondrule mean ages that do not 510 

inevitably exclude the presence of single old chondrules (Budde et al., 2016b). 511 

Magnesium isotope analysis of bulk chondrules from the Allende meteorite yield initial 512 
26Al/27Al between (1.84 ± 0.80) × 10-5 and (6.41 ± 1.23) × 10-5 (Bizzarro et al., 2004) (Fig. 4), the 513 

latter being identical within error to the canonical value of (5.23 ± 0.13) × 10-5. As pointed out 514 

by the authors, a wide spread mixing of CAI and chondrule-like material in those samples is 515 

unlikely. The high (26Al/27Al)0 is therefore difficult to reconcile with a scenario that involves 516 

reduced inner solar system 26Al/27Al, as it would require later removal of Al or addition of 517 

isotopically heavy Mg, both being unlikely scenarios. The more straightforward explanation is 518 

that these samples reflect the Al isotopic composition of the chondrule precursor material at 519 

the time of chemical fractionation from the chondritic reservoir (Bizzarro et al., 2004; Luu et 520 
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al., 2015) and yield additional strong evidence for a non-reduced but canonical Al isotopic 521 

composition at least for the CC chondrule forming reservoir. 522 

There is no consensus whether or not 26Al was homogeneously distributed in the PPD in 523 

space and time relevant for the interval of chondrule formation. As a consequence, 26Al-26Mg 524 

mineral isochron ages can be interpreted to either reflect a date with absolute age significance 525 

if 26Al was homogeneously distributed throughout the inner solar system and the canonical 526 

value is universally valid, or, in case of 26Al heterogeneity, the initial 26Al/27Al of chondrules 527 

reflect the Al isotopic composition of a certain place in the disc. In this case the calculated 528 

absolute age may be biased yet the relative ages between chondrules would still be correct. The 529 

Mg isotope data obtained in this study are discussed in a chronological context under the 530 

assumption of 26Al homogeneity throughout the innermost PPD. Even in the scenario of a 531 

homogeneous but reduced 26Al abundance in the chondrule forming reservoirs, the 26Al-26Mg 532 

system yields significant relative age information on chondrule formation with the highest age 533 

resolution of all chronometers. 534 

5.2 Initial 26Al/27Al and corresponding 26Al-26Mg ages 535 

This study comprises the largest number of OC chondrules, all of low petrologic type, for 536 

which Al-Mg isotopes were measured during the course of a single study. The total range of 537 

initial 26Al/27Al recorded by chondrules from this study is (9.5 ± 2.8) × 10-6 - (3.1 ± 1.2) × 10-6 538 

which translates into relative ages (∆tCAI) of 1.76%&.'()&.*+ to 2.92%&.*.)&./0 Ma (Fig 6a). Generally, 539 

neither (26Al/27Al)0 distribution nor the uncertainties on single chondrule dates indicate a trend 540 

with petrologic type (Fig. 6). This confirms that (26Al/27Al)0 and the corresponding chondrule 541 

ages are undisturbed by metamorphic overprint on the chondrite parent body. 542 

While the general range reported here is similar to previously published (26Al/27Al)0 for 543 

ferromagnesian chondrules (Villeneuve et al., 2009, Kita and Ushikubo, 2012), it differs 544 

insofar as no single chondrule was found that records (26Al/27Al)0>10-5. Figure 6b shows that 545 

neither L- or LL-chondrites nor single meteorite samples contain chondrules with unique 546 

(26Al/27Al)0 distributions that would define a single age or a distinct age range. Also, no obvious 547 

relation between metamorphic grade and age distribution is visible. Initial 26Al/27Al in L-548 

chondrites range from (9.5 ± 2.8) × 10-6 to (3.1 ± 1.2) × 10-6 with resultant ages between 1.76-0.27
+0.36 549 

and 2.92%&.*.)&./0 Ma, which is similar to L(LL)- {(7.8 ± 1.4) × 10-6 to (3.1 ± 1.6) × 10-6 and 1.97-0.17
+0.20 550 

- 2.92%&..*)&.(/	Ma} and LL-chondrites {(7.76 ± 0.82) × 10-6 to (4.07 ± 0.97) × 10-6 and 1.97-0.10
+0.12 - 551 

2.64%&.''
)&.'1	Ma}. Apparently, chondrules from different chondrite groups that are distinct from 552 

one another, e.g. having different chondrule size and bulk composition, show no systematic 553 
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differences in their initial 26Al/27Al. This implies in turn that, if the group-specific characteristics 554 

reflect distinct formation reservoirs, chondrule formation occurred almost contemporaneously 555 

or at least during the same time period in distinct regions of the OC reservoir from 1.8 to 3.0 556 

Ma after formation of CAIs. The spread in the analytically different ages for individual 557 

chondrules within the same sample and between samples implies either continuous or episodic 558 

chondrule formation over a time interval of ca. 1.2 Ma. The isochrons are based on the analysis 559 

of mafic minerals with low 27Al/24Mg and mesostasis representing melt compositions with high 560 
27Al/24Mg. The measured Mg-isotope composition of pyroxene and olivine is analytically 561 

indistinguishable and uniform. Thus, the isochrons are essentially defined by the analyses of 562 

the residual melt component. From this follows that the ages define the time of melt formation. 563 

The spread in the ages for the different chondrules implies that melt formed more than once or 564 

the chondrules remained partially molten and cooled at somewhat different rates recording 565 

their quenching time. Multiple melt formation requires episodic reheating and incomplete 566 

remelting of chondrules after their first formation or last complete melting which could cause 567 

partial Mg isotopic re-equilibration, and by this would reduce the 26Mg/24Mg of the mesostasis. 568 

Without complete equilibration, the determined (26Al/27Al)0 does not record equilibration at the 569 

time of chondrule formation but indicates a minimum age for the last equilibration or a 570 

maximum age for the last heating pulse. Assuming chondrule heating in a closed-system an 571 

increase of (26Al/27Al)0 can be excluded. Chondrules with high (26Al/27Al)0 can thus be considered 572 

to record the most pristine isotopic compositions preserved from the time of chondrule 573 

formation. This argument does not automatically imply partial resetting of chondrules with low 574 

initial 26Al/27Al. In this study, the highest (26Al/27Al)0 of an individual chondrule in the L-575 

chondrites NWA 8276, MET 96503 and QUE 97008 agree within their 1σ uncertainty. 576 

Calculating the average age from their weighted mean (26Al/27Al)0 = (9.1 ± 0.9) × 10-6 gives 577 

(∆tCAI)mean L-chondrite = 1.81%&.0&)&.00 Ma. The highest initial 26Al/27Al of individual chondrules in six of the 578 

seven studied chondrite samples are identical within 2σ uncertainties, yielding the weighted 579 

mean (26Al/27Al)0, mean = (8.0 ± 0.5) × 10-6 and a mean age (∆tCAI)OC mean = 1.81%&.&1)&.&( Ma. The L-chondrite 580 

mean age is slightly younger but not resolved from that of the oldest OC chondrules. Accepting 581 

these ages to be most robust and likely least disturbed, the mean (26Al/27Al)0 and corresponding 582 

average age of the oldest individual chondrules in the L chondrite samples can be interpreted 583 

to record a major and punctuated initiation of chondrule formation ~1.8 ± 0.1 Ma after CAI. 584 

Since all chondrite samples show a similar spread in chondrule ages they likely formed from a 585 

reservoir with homogeneous distribution of 26Al at the time of their formation.  586 
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No excess 26Mg from in-situ decay of 26Al was found in the mesostasis of POP chondrule 587 

NWA8276_Ch2 (Fig. 1d), one of the two analysed magnesian type-I chondrules, which records 588 

an initial bulk Mg isotopic composition of 0.007 ± 0.072‰ poorly defined by the slightly 589 

negative regression (Fig. 5). One explanation for this unusual sample is that it formed after 26Al 590 

was effectively decayed in the PPD and the chondrule could not evolve sufficient radiogenic 591 
26Mg to be detected by SIMS analysis. This would imply that it formed later than ~3 Ma after 592 

CAIs, that is ~1 Myr after the majority of chondrules and probably inconsistent with suggested 593 

accretion times of OC parent bodies. Alternatively, the chondrule equilibrated after earlier 594 

formation under open system conditions with the chondritic reservoir after 26Al was decayed. 595 

Mineralogically and texturally the chondrule does not show obvious signs for a later alteration 596 

but shares many similarities with unaltered type-I chondrules from the Semarkona meteorite 597 

(Jones and Scott, 1989). The chondrule is mineralogically zoned with olivine preferentially 598 

occurring in the inner part of the chondrule. The sub- to euhedral olivine and pyroxene 599 

phenocrysts, some of the latter are partly overgrown by thin high-Ca pyroxene rims and 600 

poikilitically enclose olivine, have homogeneous major element contents (~Fa4 and Fs2) and 601 

are embedded in the mesostasis that lacks pyroxene dendrites and is homogeneously distributed 602 

within the chondrule. Either way, this sample may have preserved evidence for late processes 603 

that were able to reset or re-equilibrate the Mg isotopic systematic of some chondrules.  604 

5.2.1 Relationship of (26Al/27Al)0 with chondrule type 605 

This study includes analyses from a wide variety of chondrules that differ in texture and 606 

composition (see Table 1). Numerous studies addressed a possible genetic relation between 607 

ferroan and magnesian chondrules and discussed the formation of type-I chondrules by 608 

evaporation and reduction of type-II chondrule material or the opposite scenario in which 609 

ferroan chondrules formed by melting and oxidation of magnesian chondrules (e.g. Villeneuve 610 

et al., 2015). If a genetic relationship involves a temporal evolution it could be manifested in 611 

the initial 26Al/27Al. As reported by Kita and Ushikubo (2012) ferroan chondrules of CO3.0 612 

meteorite Y-81020 might be slightly younger than magnesian samples, though only few ferroan 613 

chondrules were analysed in this sample. Of all ferromagnesian chondrules from OCs for which 614 
26Al-26Mg data are published, type-II chondrules make up the vast majority (>90%), while more 615 

than half of analysed CC chondrules belong to type-I. In this study, we analysed two type-I 616 

chondrules. The first does not show resolvable excess 26Mg (NWA8276_Ch2) while the second 617 

chondrule (MET00452_Ch22) records the lowest initial 26Al/27Al of all measured samples with 618 

(3.1 ± 1.6) × 10-6, yielding a late formation age with relatively large uncertainties of 2.92%&..*)&.(/ 619 
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Ma. Published data of six type-I chondrules include two samples with high (26Al/27Al)0 >10-5 620 

while the remaining 4 chondrules have initial 26Al/27Al between 7.2 × 10-6 and 4.8 × 10-6, similar 621 

to type-II chondrules. Initial 26Al/27Al of ferroan chondrules show a larger spread, but the number 622 

of analysed magnesian samples is about 5 times smaller. Ferroan and magnesian chondrules 623 

do not reveal a clear difference in initial 26Al/27Al. Similar conclusions on a smaller data set of 624 

OC chondrules were previously drawn by Kita and Ushikubo (2012). Whether this implies a 625 

missing chronological relation or indicates wide-spread partial resetting of chondrules after 626 

primary formation is difficult to evaluate as the low number of data, especially for magnesian 627 

chondrules, lacks statistical significance.  628 

5.2.2 Age frequency distribution 629 

Previous studies have attempted to identify different generations of chondrules (Villeneuve 630 

et al., 2009; Kita and Ushikubo, 2012; Schrader et al., 2017). In Figure 7 the newly acquired 631 

data are combined with literature data to construct probability density functions (PDFs) and 632 

adaptive Kernel density estimates (KDEs). These can be used to evaluate the possibilities that 633 

different ages recorded by different individual chondrules may result from either discrete 634 

thermal events or rather reflect a continuum of ages due to a later heating pulse that caused 635 

partial resetting or continuous chondrule formation over the time interval recorded by the 636 

chondrules. The diagrams include published data for PO, POP and PP ferromagnesian 637 

chondrules from OCs (51) and CCs (42) with petrologic types ≤3.15 mostly from the last ~15 638 

years that were obtained by ion probe techniques and for which chondrule types and 2σ errors 639 

on the (26Al/27Al)0 were reported (Fig. 7). Aluminum- and plagioclase-rich chondrules (PRCs) 640 

for which 26Al-26Mg ages have been published were not included. Even though most of them 641 

record initial 26Al/27Al similar to ferromagnesian chondrules, it has been shown that PRCs can 642 

contain CAI-like material (Kunihiro et al., 2004) and a close genetic relation to CAIs has been 643 

reported for Al-rich chondrules (e.g. Krot et al., 2004; Russel et al., 2005, Hutcheon et al., 644 

2000). Consequently, all such samples are excluded from the PDFs because they might contain 645 

fossil 26Mg* derived from CAIs, which would bias age information. The vast majority of 646 

published OC chondrule data, most of which were acquired from the Semarkona and Bishunpur 647 

meteorites, yield initial 26Al/27Al between 1.3 × 10-5 and 3 × 10-6 and out of those, 80% record 648 

(26Al/27Al)0
 < 10-5. Only four chondrules record higher values of up to 2.3 × 10-5. This is a larger 649 

spread towards higher (26Al/27Al)0 compared to the data obtained during this study ((9.5 ± 2.8) × 650 

10-6 to (3.1 ± 1.2) × 10-6). Notably, one of the four oldest chondrules was reported from QUE 651 

97008 meteorite, yielding an initial 26Al/27Al of (1.95 ± 0.76) × 10-5 (Rudraswami et al., 2008). 652 
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Three chondrules from the same sample were measured also during this study but none was 653 

found that recorded (26Al/27Al)0>10-5. While the PDF of published OC chondrules reveals a major 654 

peak in initial 26Al/27Al at ~7.5 × 10-6, the new dataset shows two peaks around ~5.5 × 10-6 and 655 

7.5 × 10-6. A third weaker peak at ~9 × 10-6 is recorded in the dataset from this study as well as 656 

very weakly in the previously published data (Fig. 7a). Another less strong cluster of samples 657 

with (26Al/27Al)0 ~1.1 × 10-5 for published OC chondrules is not present in the new data which all 658 

record (26Al/27Al)0
 <10-5. Combining all OC ferromagnesian chondrule data, two major clusters at 659 

7.5 × 10-6 and 5.5 × 10-6 and possible two less pronounced ones at 9 × 10-6 and 1.1 × 10-5 can be 660 

defined that correspond to relative ages of 1.6, 1.8, 2.0 and 2.3 Ma after the formation of CAIs. 661 

The data compilation of CC ferromagnesian chondrules includes only a single chondrule with 662 

initial 26Al/27Al>10-5. Chondrules from Renazzo-type (CR) chondrites record systematically 663 

lower (26Al/27Al)0 compared to chondrules from CO and CV chondrites (Nagashima et al., 2008; 664 

Nagashima et al., 2014; Schrader et al., 2017) and are therefore treated separately in the density 665 

distribution plots (Fig. 7). The PDF of chondrules from CO, CV and ungrouped Acfer094 666 

meteorites shows a major broad peak around (26Al/27Al)0 = 5.5 × 10-6, whereas chondrules from 667 

CR meteorites record three distinct peaks at 6.5 × 10-6, 3 × 10-6 and 1.5 × 10-6. When compared 668 

to OC chondrules, the highest initial 26Al/27Al in CO, CV and Acfer094 chondrules are slightly 669 

shifted towards lower values and respective younger dates, while the total recorded range for 670 

both chondrite classes is similar (Fig. 7a). The adaptive kernel density estimations (Fig. 7b) do 671 

not take into account the analytical uncertainties but vary the bandwidth according to the local 672 

density which allows a higher resolution in those parts of the dataset that have the most data 673 

points. The KDE of published OC chondrules records two peaks in (26Al/27Al)0 at 1.1 × 10-5 and 674 

7 × 10-6 while the data from this study reveal a single peak at 5.5 × 10-6. The KDE of the 675 

combined data for all chondrules from OC meteorites yields a close to normal distribution 676 

around 6.5 × 10-6. The two statistical approaches yield slightly differing apparent results that 677 

can be interpreted differently in the context of chondrule formation. The PDFs reveal more 678 

discrete peaks, especially when the dataset is small (e.g. CR chondrites). This involves the risk, 679 

that few highly precise ages strongly impact upon the probability density distribution which 680 

could lead to an overinterpretation of apparent age peaks. Nevertheless, the KDEs as well as 681 

PDFs of OC and CC chondrules reveal a rapid onset in chondrule formation that peaks between 682 

2.0 to 2.3 Ma. Both statistical approaches also suggest that the onset of chondrules formation 683 

in most CC groups lightly postdates the onset of chondrule formation in OCs. 684 
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5.2.3 Chondrule forming regions and accretion of the chondrite parent bodies 685 

Molybdenum, Ti and Cr isotopes suggest that ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites formed 686 

in distinct reservoirs (Warren, 2011; Budde et al., 2016). Chemical complementary between 687 

matrix and chondrules (Hezel and Palme, 2010; Palme et al., 2015; Budde et al, 2016) require 688 

their formation from common reservoirs, making chondrule transportation over long distances 689 

after their formation unlikely. The sharp distinction in bulk meteorite Mo isotopes between the 690 

two reservoirs together with isotopic complementarity of chondrules and matrix indicate that 691 

most chondrules formed after the chemical dichotomy was achieved in the reservoirs. Recently 692 

it has been suggested that the early formed Jupiter could have cleared out the disk and 693 

effectively separated the carbonaceous from the noncarbonaceous reservoir (Kruijer et al., 694 

2017). Many studies propose chondrule formation by collision of molten (e.g. Asphaug et al., 695 

2011) or unmolten (e.g. Johnson et al., 2015) planetesimals. While these models are indeed 696 

able to describe some essential physical and textural preconditions evident from the meteorite 697 

record, they are otherwise difficult to bring into accordance with many chemical characteristics 698 

particularly the chemical and isotopic complementarity between chondrules and matrix.  699 

The occurrence of chondrules with distinct ages in single chondrite samples indicates that 700 

some older chondrules remained unaffected by later thermal events when younger chondrules 701 

formed. This indicates that the chondrule forming process was spatially limited to certain 702 

regions in the respective reservoir at a given time. A recent study by Desch et al. (in press) 703 

modelling the early separation of the inner from the outer disk by Jupiter suggests surface 704 

density maxima in the carbonaceous and noncarbonaceous reservoirs just at the inner and outer 705 

edges of Jupiter’s orbit. These gas densities would be sufficient to locally process chondrule 706 

precursors in bow shocks around planetesimals or planetary embryos. Once Jupiter grew big 707 

enough it could have affected the eccentricities of embryos and likely scattered them with 708 

supersonic velocity into the density enriched regions. The proximity of these potential 709 

chondrule forming reservoirs to the orbit of Jupiter could thus have increased the likelihood of 710 

chondrule formation in bow shocks and is consistent with the similar formation periods of OC 711 

and CC chondrules as suggested by 26Al-26Mg chronometry. In contrast, early formation of 712 

chondrules as suggested by the Pb-Pb system would be difficult to explain in this scenario. 713 

Chondrule formation from 1.8 to 3.0 Ma after CAI requires storage of some chondrules 714 

over  nearly 1.2 Myr in distinct and closed reservoirs prior to their final accretion into the 715 

respective parent bodies. This is consistent with estimated precompaction exposure ages less 716 

than a few Ma derived from nuclear track densities and cosmic ray exposure ages of chondrules 717 
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from L and LL chondrites (Roth et al., 2016). Age constraints on the accretion of the ordinary 718 

chondrite parent bodies are sparse. While Hf-W ages of H5 chondrites, which date the cooling 719 

of these samples below the closure temperature of the Hf-W system, indicate accretion of the 720 

H chondrite parent body before 5.9±0.9 Ma (Kleine et al., 2008), Sugiura and Fujiya (2014) 721 

estimated the accretion of the OC parent bodies to ~2.1 Ma after CAIs. By definition, the start 722 

of the ordinary chondrite parent body accretion is constrained by the first peak in chondrule 723 

formation at ca. 2 Ma after CAIs and the final accretion cannot predate the formation of the 724 

youngest chondrules. This constrains the final stage of chondrite parent body accretion to 725 

>2.92%&..*)&.(/ Ma after CAIs.  726 

6. Conclusions 727 

The 26Al-26Mg mineral isochron ages obtained by SIMS for 31 ferromagnesian chondrules 728 

from seven least metamorphosed unequilibrated ordinary chondrites of petrologic type<3.15 729 

date the time of melt formation and thus chondrule formation or remelting of pre-existing 730 

chondrules. This study comprises the largest data set of Mg isotope systematics in single 731 

chondrules from UOCs and extends the existing number of chondrule 26Al-26Mg ages 732 

significantly. The initial 26Al/27Al derived from the analyses of olivine, pyroxene and mesostasis 733 

range from (9.5 ± 2.8) × 10-6 to (3.1 ± 1.2) × 10-6. These ratios correspond to 26Al-26Mg ages from 734 

1.76%&.'(
)&.*+ Ma to 2.92%&.*.)&./0 Ma after CAI formation using the canonical 26Al/27Al = 5.23 × 10-5. 735 

The chondrule ages are consistent with those determined with different decay schemes based 736 

on short-lived isotopes (e.g. 182Hf-182W, 53Mn-53Cr) on other chondritic meteorites, albeit have 737 

generally higher precisions. The ages also widely agree with published 26Al-26Mg ages for 738 

chondrules from other chondrite samples, although no chondrule was found in this study that 739 

records (26Al/27Al)0>10-5. The only significantly older ages for chondrules were obtained with the 740 

Pb-Pb system by leaching of individual large chondrules, that are unusual and rare in 741 

meteorites, and might have been affected by 222Rn loss.  742 

The combination of the new 26Al-26Mg ages presented here with published 26Al-26Mg ages 743 

from the literature reveals a narrow age range for chondrule formation that is similar for 744 

chondrules from L and LL OCs and CO and CV meteorites. Thus, the dichotomy between the 745 

two classes is not expressed in the formation ages of the chondrules but only in their chemical 746 

and isotopic differences. The oldest chondrules in the L(LL) and LL chondrites yield a 747 

weighted mean age of 1.99%&.&1)&.&1 Ma, while the oldest chondrules in the L chondrite samples 748 

agree within their 1σ uncertainties with a weighted mean age of 1.81%&.0&)&.00 Ma which is slightly 749 
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younger but not resolved from the L(LL) and LL chondrite mean age. The oldest chondrules 750 

from six of the seven studied UOCs agree within 2σ uncertainty. Chondrule ages range up to 751 

~3.0 Ma after CAIs with apparent age peaks at 2.0 and 2.3 Ma as revealed by PDFs. This 752 

reflects protracted chondrule formation and/or reprocessing over a maximum of 1.2 Ma; 753 

including the few published older 26Al-26Mg ages, the time interval of chondrule formation 754 

extends to ca. 1.5 Ma. The youngest chondrule ages may represent thermal reprocessing of 755 

older chondrules or low-temperature alteration of mesostasis prior to accretion into parent 756 

bodies. 757 

The mean age of the oldest chondrules in the L chondrite samples is interpreted to record 758 

the major and relatively punctuated onset of chondrule formation around 1.81%&.0&)&.00 Ma after 759 

formation of CAIs. This indicates that chondrules formed relatively late in the protoplanetary 760 

disk after the parent bodies of iron meteorites had formed and differentiated. Thus, chondrules, 761 

chondrites and their respective parent bodies are probably not the building blocks but rather 762 

the result of early formed planetesimals.  763 

Chondrules from CO and CV and ordinary chondrites formed at similar times and over 764 

similar time scales, whereas chondrules from Renazzo-type (CR) meteorites record 765 

systematically younger ages. The chemical and Mo-isotopic complementarity of chondrules 766 

and their associated matrix in the different chondrite groups requires that chondrules formed 767 

from chemically distinct and closed reservoirs. These reservoirs may have been separated by 768 

the early formed Jupiter opening a gap in the disk that inhibited efficient mixing prior to the 769 

last chondrule forming event. Planetesimals or planetary embryos in the disk that also contains 770 

regions of dispersed dust and gas could be an efficient source for bow shocks that caused 771 

chondrule formation by melting of pre-existing dust agglomerates. Multiple shocks over a 772 

period of ca. 1.2 Myr may have caused reprocessing or remelting of chondrules prior to their 773 

incorporation in the respective parent bodies later than ~2.5 to 3.0 Myr after formation of CAIs.  774 

 775 
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Table 1 
Al-Mg isotope data for ferromagnesian chondrules. Initial 26Al/27Al and (d26Mg*)0 were calculated from the slope and intercept of isochron 
regressions using the Isoplot software Model 1 (Ludwig 2003). d26Mg* and 27Al/24Mg ratios of single measurements used for regression of 
isochrons are provided in the Supplement Table S1. 
Sample Type Meas. phases 27Al/24Mg a) δ26Mg*0 (‰) (26Al/27Al)0 ∆tCAI (Ma) ∆tCAI (Ma)d) 
MET 96503 L3.10        
MET 96503 Ch2 c) PO II 7 Mes / 7 Ol 1.6-4.7 -0.003 ± 0.030 (8.0 ± 2.4) × 10-6 !. #$%&.'()&.*( 1.96%../.)../0 
MET 96503 Ch3 PO II 3 Mes / 6 Ol 2.6-3.1 -0.007 ± 0.026 (4.3 ± 2.3) × 10-6 '. 12%&.$$)&.(# 2.63%..56)..78 
MET 96503 Ch4 PP/POP II 6 Mes / 2 Ol / 2 Px 6.4-68.7 -0.006 ± 0.052 (5.51 ± 0.52) × 10-6 '. **%&.&#)&.!& 2.33%...8)..6. 
MET 96503 Ch8 b) POP II 6 Mes / 5 Ol 7.9-11.9 -0.007 ± 0.072 (6.2 ± 1.8) × 10-6 '. '!%&.'9)&.*1 2.22%..66)..6: 
MET 96503 Ch9 PO II 2 Mes / 4 Ol 3.4-3.6 -0.010 ± 0.029 (5.1 ± 2.3) × 10-6 '. $!%&.*#)&.9' 2.47%..:7)..07 
MET 96503 Ch11 c) PO II 5 Mes / 3 Ol 2.0-2.2 0.002 ± 0.044 (3.7 ± 3.6) × 10-6 '. ($%&.(&					%  2.69%..5:)..>5 
MET 96503 Ch17 b) PO/POP II 8 Mes / 9 Ol 5.8-19.5 -0.019 ± 0.058 (9.4 ± 1.5) × 10-6 !. (2%&.!1)&.!2 1.80%...A)...A 
MET 96503 Ch19 PO/POP II 4 Mes / 4 Ol 5.0-7.0 -0.018 ± 0.046 (8.7 ± 1.5) × 10-6 !. 29%&.!9)&.'& 1.89%..6:)..60 
MET 96503 Ch28 c) POP II 4 Mes / 3 Ol 4.8-13.8 0.008 ± 0.040 (3.1 ± 1.2) × 10-6 '. #'%&.*$)&.1! 2.86%../7)..:0 
NWA 5206 LL3.05        
NWA 5206 Ch1 PO II 6 Mes / 4 Ol 2.5-3.5 -0.013 ± 0.054 (5.9 ± 2.9) × 10-6 '. '9%&.$!)&.(& 2.35%../0)..:5 
NWA 5206 Ch7 b) PP II 5 Mes / 3 Px 5.5-23.9 -0.019 ± 0.067 (5.4 ± 1.3) × 10-6 '. *1%&.'')&.'2 2.39%..66)..6/ 
NWA 5206 Ch8 POP II 4 Mes / 4 Ol / 1 Px 9.7-15.7 0.00 ± 0.03 (7.76 ± 0.82) × 10-6 !. #(%&.!&)&.!' 1.97%...8)..6. 
NWA 5206 Ch10 POP II 6 Mes / 4 Ol 4.4-18.7 0.007 ± 0.035 (4.6 ± 1.0) × 10-6 '. 1!%&.'&)&.'1 2.47%..60)..6A 
NWA 5206 Ch11 POP II 5 Mes / 3 Ol 6.4-13.2 0.008 ± 0.023 (4.07 ± 0.97) × 10-6 '. 9$%&.'')&.'2 2.61%../.)../0 
MET 00526 L(LL)3.05        
MET 00526 Ch1 c) PO II 5 Mes / 4 Ol 2.2-2.8 0.011 ± 0.037 (6.0 ± 2.6) × 10-6 '. '$%&.*()&.1# 2.13%..//)../A 
MET 00526 Ch7 b) POP II 7 Mes / 8 Ol 2.8-12.1 -0.002 ± 0.044 (7.8 ± 1.4) × 10-6 !. #(%&.!()&.'& 1.97%...8)..6. 
MET 00526 Ch8 POP II 3 Mes / 3 Ol 4.7-5.4 0.008 ± 0.043 (5.5 ± 1.7) × 10-6 '. **%&.'2)&.*2 2.27%../6)../7 
MET 00526 Ch10 POP II 4 Mes / 3 Px 5.8-23.8 0.009 ± 0.038 (7.31 ± 0.90) × 10-6 '. &$%&.!')&.!$ 2.02%..66)..6/ 
NWA 8276 L3.00        
NWA 8276 Ch1 b) POP II 9 Mes / 5 Ol 2.1-30.9 -0.006 ± 0.064 (6.8 ± 1.4) × 10-6 '. !!%&.!#)&.'$ 2.13%...A)...8 
NWA 8276 Ch2 b) POP I 6 Mes / 5 Ol 2.9-4.1 0.007 ± 0.072 (-1.2 ± 3.8) × 10-6 - - 
NWA 8276 Ch7 PO II 4 Mes / 6 Ol 2.9-5.0 -0.020 ± 0.028 (4.3 ± 1.6) × 10-6 '. 12%&.**)&.$2 2.71%..:/)..5A 
NWA 8276 Ch8 PO II 4 Mes / 8 Ol 2.0-3.0 -0.016 ± 0.023 (9.5 ± 2.8) × 10-6 !. (9%&.'()&.*9 1.86%../7)..:0 
NWA 8276 Ch9 PO II 4 Mes / 4 Ol 4.3-6.2 0.002 ± 0.027 (5.8 ± 1.3) × 10-6 '. '(%&.'!)&.'9 2.26%..6A)../6 
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MET 00452 L(LL)3.05        
MET 00452 Ch14 POP II 4 Mes / 4 Ol 6.1-7.4 -0.017 ± 0.038 (3.6 ± 1.4) × 10-6 '. (9%&.*$)&.1& 2.86%..:.)..5/ 
MET 00452 Ch21 POP II 4 Mes / 2 Ol 3.9-26.6 0.011 ± 0.039 (7.34 ± 0.99) × 10-6 '. &*%&.!*)&.!1 2.01%..6/)..6: 
MET 00452 Ch22 POP I 4 Mes / 4 Px 3.6-6.9 -0.015 ± 0.040 (3.1 ± 1.6) × 10-6 '. #'%&.$*)&.(1 3.07%..:0)..05 
MET 00452 Ch23 b) PP II 6 Mes / 5 Px 5.2-16.0 -0.016 ± 0.048 (5.0 ± 1.4) × 10-6 '. $*%&.'9)&.*$ 2.49%..65)..67 
QUE 97008 L3.05        
QUE 97008 Ch8 POP II 5 Mes / 2 Ol / 1 Px 6.4-7.0 0.019 ± 0.059 (5.6 ± 1.6) × 10-6 '. *!%&.'9)&.*1 2.24%..67)..68 
QUE 97008 Ch9 POP II 2 Mes / 1 Ol / 1 Px 6.6-21.2 0.007 ± 0.069 (8.8 ± 1.3) × 10-6 !. 2$%&.!$)&.!9 1.83%..6/)..65 
QUE 97008 Ch13 POP II 4 Mes / 2 Ol 6.8-9.9 -0.012 ± 0.070 (6.4 ± 1.6) × 10-6 '. !9%&.'*)&.'# 2.19%..60)..6A 
NWA 7936 L3.15        
NWA 7936 Ch2 PP II 3 Mes / 5 Px 9.8-13.5 0.002 ± 0.033 (4.8 ± 1.2) × 10-6 '. $(%&.'*)&.*& 2.45%../6)../7 
Unless marked differently errors are 2σ, Abbreviations: Mes, mesostasis; Ol, olivine, Px, pyroxene 
a) Range of Al/Mg in mesostasis, b) 95% Confidence-limit, c) at least single mesostasis measurements from the isochron regression of this chondrule contain high amounts of high-Ca 
pyroxene dendrites, see 2.1.2, d) 26Al-26Mg model ages calculated from isochron regressions that were constructed by using all olivine and pyroxene measurements combined from this study 
for each chondrule. 
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Fig. 1. Backscattered electron (BSE) images and element maps (EPMA) of four chondrules (a) 

MET96503_Ch4, (b) NWA8276_Ch2, (c) MET96503_Ch28 and (d) MET00452_Ch22. 

Elemental maps are three-channel composite images, generated from element counts for Al 

(red), Mg (green) and Ca (blue) using XMapTools 2.3.1 software (Lanari et al. 2014). Light-

green colours correspond to olivine, dark-green colours correspond to low-Ca pyroxene and 

reddish colours to mesostasis. Some chondrules display high-Ca pyroxene crystals (blue). The 

purple colour of mesostasis in (b) and (d) indicates elevated Ca concentration in mesostasis of 

type-I chondrules. The white circles in the BSE images indicate where the SIMS measurements 

were obtained. BSE images and chemical maps do not sample the identical cuts across the 

chondrules due to repolishing between analyses. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Three-isotope diagram for d25Mg’ vs. d26Mg’ showing the instrumental mass 

fractionation law determined during a single session from measurements of seven reference 

materials. (b) Resulting d26Mg* for the same measurements as shown in (a) after correction for 

IMF. The light grey field indicates the 2σ uncertainty on the mean d26Mg* of all standard 

measurements. 2 SE for individual measurements in (a) are within symbol size. Error bars in 

(b) are 2σ. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The impact of a poor quality sample surface (i.e. cracks) and high-Ca pyroxene dendrites 

on SIMS analysis exemplified with sample NWA8276_Ch9 (a). Using all SIMS measurements 

i.e. including spot #2 (c) measured in highly fractured mesostasis for the isochron regression, 

the resulting isochron (grey solid line) is biased towards lower (26Al/27Al)0 of 2.9 ± 4.6 x 10-6, has 

a large error (error envelope is not shown for the sake of clarity) and a high MSDW of 11.6. 

The correct isochron (red solid line) includes only measurements with appropriate sample 

surface (e.g. spot #1 (b)). Spot #3 contained very minor amounts of high-Ca pyroxene 

dendrites, but this does not bias the isochron regression, because excluding spot #3 changes 

the isochron only slightly towards higher (26Al/27Al)0 (black dotted line, within the error of the 
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original isochron) and would shift the relative age (∆tCAI) by less than 80 000 yrs. ol: olivine; 

mes: mesostasis. 

 

 
Fig. 4. All Al-Mg isotope measurements of this study plotted in the 26Al-27Al evolution diagram 

(grey squares). The blue field corresponds to the range (in (26Al/27Al)0 space) of bulk 

ferromagnesian and Al-rich chondrules from the CV Allende meteorite (Bizzarro et al., 2004; 

Luu et al., 2015) that can be interpreted to record minimum formation ages of chondrule 

precursor material by chemical fractionation from a chondritic reservoir. The orange field 

corresponds to the majority of published 26Al-26Mg in-situ mineral isochron data from CC and 

OC chondrules. The solid line indicates the isochron for the youngest bulk chondrule model 

age of ~1.4 Ma (Bizzarro et al., 2004) and the two dashed lines represent the oldest and 

youngest mineral isochron ages from this study of ~1.8 and ~3.0 Ma, respectively, assuming a 

homogeneous distribution of 26Al in the protoplanetary disk. 
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Fig. 5. Isochron diagrams for all chondrule analysed in this study. Blue circles correspond to 

mesostasis, green diamonds to olivine and red squares to pyroxene measurements. The dashed 

lines indicate (26Al/27Al)0 = 5.23 × 10-5. Error bars are 2σ. 
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Fig. 6. 26Al-26Mg ages and (26Al/27Al)0 of ordinary chondrite chondrules from this study. (a) shows 

the total range in (26Al/27Al)0 and corresponding ages that is recorded by the measured 

chondrules. (b) the same data as shown in (a) arranged by chondrite groups and sorted by age 

for each sample. The yellow shaded bars mark the mean ages of the oldest chondrules in the L 

and L(LL)/LL chondrite samples at 1.81$%.&%'%.&& Ma and 1.99$%.%)'%.%) Ma, respectively, with their 

2σ uncertainties. The solid line corresponds to the weighted mean age of 1.94$%.%+'%.%, for the 

oldest chondrules from six of the seven studied samples. Error bars are 2σ. 
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Fig. 7. a) Probability density functions (PDFs) and b) adaptive Kernel density estimates (KDE) 

of initial 26Al/27Al and the corresponding 26Al-26Mg ages of ferromagnesian chondrules from 

unequilibrated chondrites (petrologic type ≤3.15). The plots represent OC chondrules from this 

study (yellow) and literature data (green) (23 chondrules from Semarkona LL3.00 (Hutcheon 

and Hutchison, 1989; Kita et al., 2000; Rudraswami et al., 2008; Villeneuve et al., 2009), 13 

chondrules from Bishunpur LL3.15 (Mostefaoui et al., 2002; Kita et al., 2005; Rudraswami et 

al., 2008), two chondrules from Y-791324 LL3.15 (Rudraswami et a., 2008) and data from 

Rudraswami and Goswami (2007) for Adrar 003 L/LL3.10 (2 chondrules), LEW 86134 L3.0 

(3 chondrules), QUE 97008 L3.05 (4 chondrules) and LEW 86018 L3.1 (4 chondrules). Data 

for CCs comprise 25 chondrules from Yamato 81020 (CO3.0) (Kurahashi et al., 2008; Kunihiro 

et al., 2004; Yurimoto & Wasson, 2002), 12 chondrules from Acfer 094 (Sugiura & Krot, 2007; 

Ushikubo et al., 2010), 9 chondrules from CR2 meteorites Acfer 311, EET 92042, EET 92174, 

GRA 95229, GRO 03116, PCA 91082, El Djouf 001 and QUE 99177 (Nagashima et al., 2008; 

Nagashima et al., 2014; Schrader et al., 2017), 1 chondrule age reported by Nagashima et al. 

(2007) for a CR chondrite and 10 chondrules from CV3.1 Kaba meteorite (Nagashima et al., 

2017). The blue areas represent the combined OC chondrule data. The orange curves represent 

data from literature for CO, CV meteorites and ung. Acfer 094. Data foe CR meteorites are 

shown in red. The circles below the plot correspond to (26Al/27Al)0 of individual chondrules. 

PDFs and KDEs were calculated using DensityPlotter 8.2 (Vermeesch, 2012).  
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